
Let’s Get

En�i��n���ta�
~~~

A Rainbow of Way� t� Help Our Plane�



Wal� � Mil� I� �eir Paw�
(Adapted from Extraschooling’s Eclectic Kids 180-Day Planner & Activity Book, based on

the Do a Double Take activity in the For the Love of Nature section)

Make a list of about 3-5 native animals, or have everyone pick their own to embody. Take at

least 20-30 minutes to explore, scavenger-hunt style, looking for these elements:

1. Are there native foods available?

2. Are there places to hide? To sleep? To raise offspring?

3. Is there access to clean water?

4. How much interaction with humans is there?

5. What distance can be traveled while staying in wilderness areas? Is this enough?

6. What are some dangers faced?

Discuss: What do you think about your findings?



4 C’� Visio� Boar� for Chang�

In environmental discussions, the focus is often on the 3 R’s - Reduce, Reuse, Recycle - but

there is far more out there to consider. Grab some old newspapers, magazines, art supplies,

and whatever else you wish to create your own vision board, based instead on the 4 C’s, to

help inspire and motivate you to create, sustain, and be the change the planet needs.

Cur���i�y

What environmental issues are you aware of?

Look into different causes and concerns,

both locally and globally.

Com����ca���� Com���s�o�

How can you get Which of these do

the word out so you feel the most

that others will strongly about?

join you in your What about it

mission? speaks to you?

Cre����it�

Brainstorm changes you can make,

innovative solutions to problems, or any other

ways to help.

Wha� I� � Visio� Boar�?

A vision board, similar to a collage, is a creative way to express and map out your goals.



Environmenta� Wor� Searc�

Words may be found up, down, across, or diagonally. There is one bonus word not listed in the

word bank. Can you find it? Write it below:

___________________________________________________

A L C V E N M Y P O L S Q S T Y

I C I P O L L U T I O N C U O P

N L T S T R G C H M Y N N S E T

N I V I B E D Q M T P J K T O I

S M W E O I B Y I D F G H A J R

T A K I L N O S S V I Y N I M T

E T W Q X Z R I V E E G O N P S

A E A I P E B C N C T O Y A L E

W C B D V R R E M D U L T B Y C

Y H U I N N O V A T I O N I S R

I A D W T Q C X M P Y C F L G U

E N V I R O N M E N T E A I D O

G G Q L Y G S W J N E R P T L S

D E F O R E S T A T I O N Y O E

C A R B O N F O O T P R I N T R



�n� an� Defin� �es� Word�:

CLIMATE CHANGE -

CARBON FOOTPRINT -

SUSTAINABILITY -

BIOINDICATOR -

ENVIRONMENT -

INNOVATION -

DIVERSITY -

ACTION -

POLLUTION -

WASTE -

ECOLOGY -

RESOURCES -



Mak� Your Ow� P�zzl�

(Adapted from various Extraschooling books, such as Extraschooling’s Eclectic Kids
Activity & Hobby Portfolio)

Create a puzzle about the environment and pass it along! Use the grid below to make

either a word search or crossword. (For a crossword, print two copies, one to design

with and one to present.)

Title: ________________________________________



Wor� Ban� / Clue�

If you’re doing a word search, still provide a definition or additional information about

your words to help the solver understand more about your subject.



I� th� New�

(Adapted from Extraschooling’s 4 C’s Workbook for Eclectic Homeschoolers, which

has other activities related to this one, such as Word Study)

What are some environmental headlines right now? Pick one that interests you and read

about it or listen to coverage from several sources. Talk to people you know to get their

opinion on the matter. Combine all your information and write your own article, thinking

about how your own feelings color your tone. Consider your nouns, verbs, and adjectives.

What are they implying? Are you communicating effectively, on a soap box, or arguing?

Who is your target audience?

Topic:

Research Notes and Sources:



Interview Questions and Responses:

Preliminary Article Notes:



Headline: __________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Byline: ____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Illustration or diagram for your article. Include a caption!

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________



Lead:

Story:



B� Lik� � Tre�

A tree is an incredible life form. Some can grow to colossal heights, others to

astonishing ages. And yet, a tree on its own - solid, rooted, and strong as it may seem - is

little more than a blip on Earth’s radar.

The true power of trees comes into effect when they are able to do what they are

meant to do: link branches and work together as a forest. As both a local and global

community, their impact is literally life-changing, and not just for their own kind. Forests are

major players in consuming harmful greenhouse gases, producing the oxygen we need to

breathe, holding the soil in place and retaining its moisture content, creating and managing

weather, and feeding and sheltering the majority of the planet’s land animals.

Despite our reliance on forests for these crucial roles they play, we are cutting down

unsustainable numbers of trees every year - up to 15 billion, by some estimates. Some predict

that the children of today’s youth may witness the end of the rainforests if current trends

continue.

Why are so many trees being cut down? There are multiple reasons, such as:

- Space for agriculture

- Human population expansion

- Fuel

- Lumber production

- Paper goods

In some areas, trees are being replanted, but that is not always the case, and simply

planting a tree does not solve the problem. Forestry practices have to be executed in a

sustainable fashion. Old-growth forests have taken centuries or more to become the truly

diverse, healthy, and self-sufficient ecosystems that they are. Replanting a monoculture of a

desired species may initially seem a wise way to “farm” trees, but it creates an unhealthy

environment of trees susceptible to weather, disease, and insect predation.



A forest needs all of its members, as the trees already know. While once thought to be

purely competitive with each other, scientists such as Suzanne Simard have discovered that

trees communicate and share resources with each other, regardless of species. They know

that they are better together, just as we are. One person standing alone struggles to make a

difference, but when people join together with members or their own local and global

communities, they can bring about a broader awareness, inspire new ideas in each other, and

initiate the necessary changes.

We have depended on forests for far too long and far too heavily without stopping to

consider what the trees need from us. It is time for us to take a lesson from their

interconnectedness and work together to protect this invaluable resource and learn to give

back more than we take.

-----------------------

B� Lik� � Tre� Projec�:

To be like a tree, we must do our part while also uniting for the common good. Think of

the make-up of a forest: there is the soil surface and understory, comprised of actions we

can do at home and by ourselves or with family (volunteering, committing a random act of

kindness, switching to reusable products, donating used outgrown clothes, reducing energy

consumption); then there is the lower- and mid-canopy, representing our friends and

community (organizing a food drive or litter pick-up, attending a town hall meeting, raising

money for a cause, joining a citizen scientist project); then there is the upper canopy, with

that vast view through to your country and the rest of the world (getting into activism,

petitioning government leaders, designing eco-friendly alternatives to current products or

methods, starting a movement).

Use the following template (or create your own; perhaps you can even think of a way to

make one with recycled materials or in another non-wasteful way?) and add leaves to your

tree for every time you find a way to enrich your world and make it a better place for us all.

Encourage friends and family to join you by creating trees themselves, so that you truly can

be part of a beautiful, diverse, and thriving forest of your own.



_______________________________________________________ Tre�



R����r�� L���

Here’s some things we’ve read, watched, and would recommend:

Bo�k�

★ Our House Is On Fire by Jeanette Winter - a brief look at Greta Thunberg

★ Greta & the Giants by Zoë Tucker - a picture book loosely based on Greta Thunberg

★ The Wisdom of Trees by Lita Judge - a beautiful look at the new forest science

★ Unplugged by Steve Antony - a young robot discovers the magic of the outdoors when

it accidentally comes loose from its computer mainframe

★ Be a Tree! By Maria Gianferrari - mixing the themes of trees & community

★ Where’s the Elephant? By Barroux - a wordless search & find depicting deforestation

★ Tidy by Emily Gravett - an over-zealous badger tries to ‘pretty up’ nature

★ Unstoppable by Adam Rex - a hilarious look at being better when working together

★ Crinkleroot’s Guide to Walking in Wild Places, Crinkleroot’s Guide to Giving Back to
Nature, and just about any other of the vast array of titles by

artist/author/naturalist Jim Arnnosky

★ Our Earth: How Kids Are Saving the Planet by Janet Wilson - now over a decade old,

but an inspiring look around the world at kids working to make a difference and tips on

how to do so yourself

★ Thousand Star Hotel by The Okee Dokee Brothers - a river otter discovers that less

really is much, much more

★ Nikki Tate has several comprehensive titles, such as Deep Roots: How Trees Sustain
Our Planet, If a Tree Falls: The Global Impact of Deforestation, and Better Together:
Creating Community in an Uncertain World

★ Peter and the Tree Children and Can You Hear the Trees Talking? By Peter Wohlleben



Vid���

★ Greta Thunberg: A Year To Change the World - an impactful 3-part series following

the young activist

★ Polar Extremes (NOVA) - examining climate change and some of the changes the planet

has undergone over millennia. for young kids, there are some great clips, such as this

one about carbon emissions:

https://www.pbs.org/video/carbon-car-tailpipe-solid-chunks/

★ The trio of outdoor adventures from The Okee Dokee Brothers: Through the Woods,

Saddle Up, and Can You Canoe? These are a light-hearted blend of humor, exploration,

and music (we both love their songs and have them on constant rotation in the car) with

two lifelong friends. All are available on YouTube, along with their book Thousand Star
Hotel (see book list). While this clip (from Can You Canoe?) is much slower and more

serious than most of what they do, it has a pertinent message to it:

https://youtu.be/Eu9JpfNkYig

★ Intelligent Trees - a documentary focusing on the work of Suzanne Simard an Peter

Wohlleben (the latter has another documentary based on his incredible book The
Hidden Life of Trees, but we haven’t yet watched it)

★ Extinction: The Facts - David Attenborough hosts this hard look at the fate of many

animals due to our changing environment

https://www.pbs.org/video/carbon-car-tailpipe-solid-chunks/
https://youtu.be/Eu9JpfNkYig

